
Relative Clauses (which/where/whose/who/whom)

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

I asked him to show me one, ________ he did.1.

The woman ________ he had loved with such an abandon, this woman
whom he held even then in his arms-he shrank away from her, letting her fall
against the stone as the grim, sordid horror of the tragedy she was revealing
grew plain before him.

2.

This explains how she was able to free herself at pleasure from her
husband, ________ was really nothing but a temporary lover.
3.

There rose up before her the memory of the man ________ had kissed her
arm at the first ball.
4.

In going out he caught the reflection of his face in a mirror; it seemed too
good altogether for a man ________ had committed murder.
5.

It was he ________ had first spoken the words of doom to his companions,
and now he told himself he would show them the way to safety.
6.

And that part of it ________ he liked he took over.7.

I know far better than you ________ are good and which are bad.8.

His eyes, ________ were full and of a soft brilliance, under thick chestnut
lashes, explored her all over.
9.

He was continually at war with his neighbours on the opposite side of the
bay, ________ there were three populous towns, and there was much
fighting, and losses on both sides.

10.

She heard him opening and shutting a door at the further end of the
passage, ________ there were two or three living rooms and his own
sleeping chamber.

11.

Get some chaff, a bushel will do, and put it out in some good place
________ there are foxes, writes a Maine trapper, J. F. Miller.
12.
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His words carried overwhelming conviction to the brain of the deluded girl,
and she sank fainting into the arms of the man ________ she had so
misunderstood and who was still far from comprehending the cause of her
emotion.

13.

The speakers now turned down the path, sparsely shaded from the
midday sun by a few trees, ________ led to the tank in the centre of the
garden, and they went further and further from her.

14.

Far less under the control of his feelings than the other the young surgeon
gave a violent start, and a half-uttered exclamation escaped him as he met
the indifferent, contemptuous gaze of the man ________ he had injured.

15.

These narrow borders are undesirable, not only for their poor effect-we
think not of one, but of many a fine place ________ there are furlongs of such
futility-but because the plan is destructive to both shrubs and flowers.

16.

As they came out of it they heard a sound ________ seemed to come
from under ground.
17.

A fleet was now attended by smaller, swift vessels, ________ duty it was
to look out for the enemy, and to perform other detached services.
18.

It caught Thord squarely ________ the cords of his neck ran into the
shoulder-caught, and shore on through.
19.

The workmen are the clever architects, ________ duty it is to build,
maintain, and, in case of need, increase the curious edifice which you took for
a sponge.

20.
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